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34 MARKERS

CL1A/CL1P

LC13

LL1R/LL1L

LC06

TABS

RR100

LC25

ORDER CODE Description Dimension (mm)

CL1A AP Clip on Marker - can be customised 50 x 20

CL1P PA Clip on Marker - can be customised 50 x 20

 CLC1  1 additional Character for CL1

 CLC2  2 additional Characters for CL1

 CLC3  3 additional Characters for CL1

LL1R Right Perspex rectangular Marker - can be customised 25 x 20

LL1L Left Perspex rectangular Marker - can be customised 25 x 20

 LL11  1 additional Character for LL1

 LL12  2 additional Character for LL1

 LL13  3 additional Character for LL1

TABSR Right TAB Marker - can be customised 35 x 20

TABSL Left TAB Marker - can be customised 35 x 20

 TABS1  1 additional Character for TABS

 TABS2  2 additional Character for TABS

 TABS3  3 additional Character for TABS

TABS100 TABS L&R Marker numbered 1-100 any colour combination

LC25 Full selection of high density lead letters. Numbers, letters and characters available.
available in packs of 10 only (any)

25mm

LC13 Full selection of high density lead letters. Numbers, letters and characters available.
available in packs of 10 only (any)

13mm

LC06 Full selection of high density lead letters. Numbers, letters and characters available.
available in packs of 10 only (any)

6mm

RR100 Meter long Lead ruler with markings at 1mm intervals 1000mm
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AKUCAL EVO SUCTION™

Base Image Scaling Device

Available in 25mm, 25.4mm, 30mm

The NEW Akucal EVO Suction™ is the predecessor of the most versatile and 
best selling calibration stand on the market. 

A suction base allows for use on both horizontal table tops AND on vertical 
wall bucky boards making this stand a single source solution for all scaling 
needs. 

A patent pending radiolucent sphere holder and sphere size indicator unit 
ensures perfect visibility of the sphere in the image as well as the sphere size. 

Simply place the suction base near the area of interest and use the flexible 
arm to position the marker at anatomy level.  

Please be advised that a smooth flat surface is essential for best results.

The Akucal is available with a perspex base which is ideal for placement on 
trolleys and beds.

ORDER CODE AKS 250




